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Introduction of positive polarization charge by utilising an AlGaN cap layer between the gate oxide and channel is one of the 

promising techniques to deplete a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) to achieve an E-mode p-channel GaN MOSHFET. Results 

from TCAD simulations indicate that the off-state leakage increases by orders of magnitude for channel layers thicker than 20 

nm in this structure. Biasing the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) beneath the 2DHG helps alleviate this limitation at the 

cost of reducing on-current. Scaling the access regions and combining the two techniques allows maximum benefit in terms of 

on-state current, negative threshold voltage and on/off current ratio. 

The inherent 2DEG at an AlGaN/GaN interface of density in excess of など怠戴	潔兼貸態 and  mobility in excess of なばどど	潔兼態【撃嫌1,2, 

coupled with a high breakdown field strength (撃長追 伴 に	警撃【潔兼), is currently facilitating the next electronic revolution in high 

frequency and power applications.3–5 When an additional GaN layer is grown on top of the AlGaN buffer in a conventional 

HEMT structure, a polarisation induced 2DHG is formed at its upper interface.6 Reported values of the mobility of holes in this 

2DHG at room temperature has not exceeded ねぬ	潔兼態【撃嫌7 with an average of ｂなは	潔兼態【撃嫌 8–10, much lower than even the ぱど	潔兼態【撃嫌 at な	警撃【潔兼 in silicon.11 Nevertheless, a combination of both 2DHG as well as a 2DEG has significant potential 

for GaN based complementary integrated circuits,12 for power conversion in the Megahertz range.13 

Achieving p-type E-mode operation with a sufficiently large negative threshold voltage requires depleting the 2DHG at zero 

gate bias, bringing about conflicting requirements of the substrate for power devices on the power management IC platform. 

The commonly known approaches to achieve E-mode operation of p-channel devices in GaN include a recessed gate.13–15 

However, this leads to a severe trade-off between the on-current, on/off ratio and threshold voltage in the device. Achieving a 】撃痛朕】 伴 】伐に	撃】 (for example in fail-safe applications such as automotive), via recessed gate alone, requires the thickness of the 

oxide and GaN channel layers to be reduced to ｂの	券兼 for an AlGaN barrier with Al mole fraction of なぱ	ガ,16 leading to 

challenges in manufacturing and reliability. In an alternate approach, the polarization charge introduced by the AlInGaN (or 

AlGaN) barrier layer can be reduced by adjusting the mole fraction of the component materials.7 This approach has been shown 

to yield a high on-off current ratio of ｂなど腿. Despite this fact, the on-current density is seen to be only ｂど┻ぬ 兼畦 兼兼エ  at a 撃痛朕 

of ｂ 伐 な┻の	撃. Moreover, a reduction in the polarisation charge also leads to a reduction in density of the 2DEG, thus affecting 

the performance of other n-channel devices on the platform. In the approach from R. Chu et al.,13 the GaN layer beneath the 

AlGaN barrier that contains the 2DEG is etched away, and AlGaN/GaN layers regrown to generate a 2DHG layer for p-type 

conduction. On the other hand, A. Nakajima et al.17 use a bias voltage on the underlying 2DEG to modulate the threshold 

voltage of a p-channel device. This helps to obtain saturated 荊帖聴 伐 撃帖聴, since non-saturated 荊帖聴 伐 撃帖聴 characteristics are 

observed with a floating 2DEG. We have earlier examined an alternative approach to eliminate the 2DHG under the gate16 that 

utilises regrowth of an AlGaN cap18 for implementing a high performance normally-off p-channel MOSHFET.19,20 In this work, 
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we evaluate the limits of capability of such a p-channel MOSHFET in GaN when integrated with power devices for power 

converter on a chip. We use simulations to analyse the benefits of a combination of techniques to achieve an optimum device 

performance, despite limitations of the poor mobility of holes. A modified AlGaN cap device with a biased 2DEG is proposed 

in this work, to aid the operation of the AlGaN cap in depleting the 2DHG under the gate and thus extend the performance of 

this technology.  

Figure 1 (a) shows the schematic of the E-mode p-channel MOSHFET that utilises an additional AlGaN cap layer of の	券兼 

thickness regrown between the oxide and GaN channel in the gated region. The AlGaN cap layer introduces a positive 

polarization charge 購頂銚椎 at its interface with the GaN channel that counterbalances the negative polarization charge 伐購牒 

introduced by the AlGaN barrier at its bottom interface with the GaN channel layer. 購頂銚椎 can be controlled by adjusting the Al 

mole fraction in the AlGaN cap, 捲頂銚椎, to deplete the 2DHG in the channel region under the gate, thereby enabling normally-

off operation. The positive polarization charge has an added benefit of increasing the threshold voltage 】撃痛朕】 with increase in 

oxide thickness. This is opposite to the behaviour in a conventional p-channel MOSHFET in GaN, where a thinner oxide is 

required for more negative threshold voltage resulting from a reversal in the direction of the electric field inside the gate oxide.16 

Figure 1 (b) shows the modified device examined in this work, which features an additional contact for applying a suitable bias 

over the 2DEG. A biased 2DEG assists the AlGaN cap to effectively suppress the 2DHG under the gate, thereby reducing the 

off-state leakage in E-mode operation. In both structures we consider a p-GaN/GaN/AlGaN/GaN stack as the baseline 

heterostructure that, from top to bottom (along 岷どどどな博峅), consists of にど	券兼 Mg-doped p-GaN, にど	券兼 undoped GaN, ねば	券兼	AlGaN barrier with Al mole fraction of	にぬガ, and a な┻の	航兼 GaN buffer on a substrate. 畦健態頚戴 is used as a gate oxide 

with a thickness of にど	券兼, while the gate length 詣弔 is kept fixed at ど┻にの	航兼. The lengths of the access regions between source 

and gate 詣聴弔 and gate and drain 詣弔帖 are initially kept at な	航兼, unless specified otherwise. 

All the results are obtained from simulations implemented in Silvaco TCAD,21 via a model as first introduced in 16,20, which 

has been calibrated to match experimental results reported in Reference 14. In this model, the hole transport is modelled via 

field dependence of the mobility with a maximum value of なは	潔兼態 撃嫌エ .22 A charge density of に┻ぱ 抜 など怠態潔兼貸態 and a trap 

density of に┻の 抜 など貸怠態潔兼貸態 at the interface of the oxide/GaN, and a contact resistance 貢頂 of など貸替	よ潔兼態 at the source and 

drain contacts to p-GaN are assumed. This value of 貢頂 agrees with the average contact resistance reported for the ohmic contacts 

to p-GaN.23 

The transfer characteristics of a p-channel device with grounded 2DEG (Figure 1 (a)), at different channel thicknesses, 建頂朕,  are 

displayed in Figure 2 (a). Here, 捲頂銚椎 is adjusted such that the threshold voltage remains at 伐に	撃 irrespective of 建頂朕, as shown 

in the inset. An increase in 捲頂銚椎 is required at higher 建頂朕 which reduces the density of 2DHG under the gate and leads to 

reduction in the on-state current 】荊潮朝】 (defined as 】荊帖聴】 at 撃弔聴 噺 撃帖聴 噺 伐の	撃) from its maximum value of ぬの	兼畦【兼兼, as 

shown in the inset (Figure 2 (a)). Moreover, the off-state current 】荊潮庁庁】 (】荊帖聴】 at 撃弔聴 噺 ど,	撃帖聴 噺 伐の	撃) at zero gate bias in the 

transfer characteristics shows an increase by orders of magnitude with increase in 建頂朕. 

This behaviour can be understood by analysing the band diagrams at two different thicknesses of channel layer, as shown in 

Figure 2 (b). For a thinner channel (なね	券兼), the band bending introduced by 購頂銚椎 adequately maintains the valence band at the 

interface of the GaN channel and AlGaN barrier layer sufficiently below the Fermi level, resulting in a depletion of holes along 

this interface. However, for a thicker channel an additional 結貸	芸激 develops at the top interface of the GaN channel where an 
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increase in 捲頂銚椎 no longer has any impact in further lowering the valence band in the channel. Thus as the channel layer 

becomes thicker, the valence band at the GaN and AlGaN barrier interface comes close to the Fermi level as observed for 建頂朕 噺にど	券兼. This leads to a finite density of holes at this interface, responsible for an increase in the off-state current. Owing to this 

mechanism, the device produces an ideal on/off ratio of など怠怠 for thicknesses of the channel layer 隼 なぱ	券兼. This channel 

thickness sets a limit upon its manufacturability, arising from the difficulty in controlling the diffusion of Mg ions24 from the 

doped p-GaN layer that is required to form the ohmic contacts to the source and drain. The presence of the diffused Mg ions in 

the GaN channel layer would contribute to an increase in leakage current and mobility degradation from Coulomb scattering 

that are not accounted in these simulations, but would, in practise, make the device difficult to realise. Moreover, achieving a 

precise channel thickness via etching is also not preferable due to the difficulty in reliably reproducing etching depth with 

uniform surface.25,26 

Our modified device with an additional base contact to the 2DEG (Figure 1 (b)) overcomes the restrictions imposed by channel 

thickness. In the modified device, an application of a suitable potential to the underlying 2DEG, 撃喋 can be used as an additional 

handle in modulating the density of the 2DHG in the channel across the AlGaN barrier. Since the technology to contact the 

2DEG is already well established in commercial n-channel GaN devices, the present device is more favourable in terms of 

manufacturability. It clearly avoids the problems associated with the manufacturing of undoped GaN channel layers with 

overlying Mg doped contact regions to problematically small values (隼 なぱ	券兼). The transfer characteristics of this device as 

plotted in Figure 3 reveal that 】荊潮庁庁】 can be suppressed with an increase in 撃喋, even with a thicker channel (蛤 ぬど	券兼) and a 

lower 捲頂銚椎 (など	ガ). An increase in 撃喋 helps lower the threshold voltage below zero, driving the device towards E-mode. 

However, the on-current of the device shows a sharp decrease with 撃喋, dropping to ｂなの	兼畦【兼兼, half of its original value, as 撃痛朕 changes from ど	撃 to 伐に	撃, as shown in the inset. 

The high sensitivity of the on-current to 撃喋 arises from a distinction in the way in which the density of the hole gas is affected 

by the biased 2DEG in comparison to the AlGaN cap. Figures 4 (a) and (b) reveal the behaviour of the density of the 2DHG 

with respect to 捲頂銚椎 and 撃喋 in different regions of the device. Since the AlGaN cap layer only resides under the gate, a change 

in 捲頂銚椎 only affects the density in the gate region, whereas the density in the access regions remains unaffected, as seen from 

Figure 4 (a). A biased 2DEG behaves as a secondary gate for the 2DHG, which acts across the AlGaN barrier, thereby affecting 

the density of 2DHG in both channel and access regions, as observed in Figure 4 (b). This reduction in the density of the 2DHG 

in the access region increases the resistance of the source to drain path, which results in the observed decrease in 】荊潮朝】 with 撃喋. 

One way to reduce the sensitivity of 】荊潮朝】 with 撃喋 and lower the impact of resistance introduced by the access regions is to 

minimise the lengths of the access regions. Figure 5 shows the transfer characteristics of an optimum device, where the lengths 

of both the access regions between the source and gate and gate and drain are kept at ぬどど	券兼.The inset shows a comparison 

of the transfer characteristics of this device with a change in trap charge density 購頂銚椎【弔銚朝 at the interface between the AlGaN 

cap and GaN channel. Owing to a reduction in the resistance of the access regions, the present device shows a maximum drain 

current of にぱ	兼畦【兼兼 at a 撃痛朕 噺 伐に	撃, which is almost double that achieved for a device with longer access regions (詣聴弔 噺詣弔帖 噺 な	航兼) in Figure 3. Despite a thicker channel of ぬど	券兼, the on-off current ratio of the device is maintained at など腿 (black 

curve with square symbols in the inset), a 4 order of magnitude gain over a device utilising only an AlGaN cap and a thinner 

channel of にど	券兼 (see Figure 2). A higher on-state current is also the result of a higher 捲頂銚椎 and a lower 撃喋 in contrast with 

the device in Figure 3, where an 捲頂銚椎 of など	ガ and 撃喋 of の┻の	撃 is used for the same threshold voltage. A higher 捲頂銚椎 coupled 

with smaller 撃喋 tends to favour the localised depletion of 2DHG under the gate rather than in the entire source to drain path. 
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As shown in the inset, the trap density at the AlGaN cap/GaN channel needs to be kept at minimum such that the variation in 購頂銚椎【弔銚朝 owing to the presence of traps is maintained well below ば 抜 など怠怠潔兼貸態 to not significantly affect the device 

characteristics.  

 

In conclusion, we have discussed potential solutions for achieving an E-mode p-channel device in GaN, necessary for a CMOS 

based power convertor in a Power Management Integrated Circuit (PMIC). Our analysis reveals that the technology employing 

an AlGaN cap is best suited for realising E-mode operation with highest on-current, yet it suffers from a high off-state current 

as the thickness of the channel is increased to にど	券兼. Introducing an additional contact bias to the 2DEG acts as a secondary 

gate for controlling the density of 2DHG in the channel. This mechanism coupled with the AlGaN cap effectively eliminates 

the problem of higher off-state current observed at a thicker channel layer while still promising a higher on-current. 

This work was partially funded by ENIAC-JU project E2SG under grant contract number 296131. 
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List of Figures: 

FIG. 1. Schematics of the p-channel E-mode device with AlGaN cap on top of a GaN channel, to deplete the 2DHG under the channel. In (a) 

the 2DEG is kept grounded along with the source (marked S) while in (b) the 2DEG is biased via an additional base contact (marked B). 

FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of the simulated transfer characteristics with a variation in thickness of the GaN channel at a fixed threshold voltage 

of 伐匝	惨 for a p-channel AlGaN capped device with grounded 2DEG. The inset shows the Al mole fraction in the AlGaN cap layer 姉算珊使 

required to maintain the 惨嗣酸 at 伐匝	惨 for different 嗣算酸 and the corresponding on-current. (b) Simulated Band diagrams at two different 

thicknesses of GaN channel. 

FIG. 3. Simulated transfer characteristics at different base to source bias 惨刷 applied to the 2DEG in the modified device in Figure 1 (b) for 惣宋	仔仕 of channel thickness and 層宋	ガ of Al mole fraction in the AlGaN cap. The inset shows the corresponding on-current and threshold 

voltage behaviour with respect to 惨刷. 

FIG. 4. The simulated density of 2DHG in the gate and access regions with respect to a change in (a) Al mole fraction in AlGaN cap 姉算珊使 

and (b) base voltage 惨刷. 

FIG. 5. The simulated transfer characteristics of an optimum device with a threshold voltage of 伐に	撃, featuring an AlGaN cap with Al mole 

fraction of なぱ	ガ at a potential of ぬ┻ねの	撃 applied to the 2DEG. The inset shows the change in transfer characteristics due to a variation in trap 

charge at the interface between the regrown AlGaN cap and GaN channel. 
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